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Abstract
In this paper, we present the Ellogon Web Annotation Tool. It is a collaborative, web-based annotation tool built upon the
Ellogon infrastructure offering an improved user experience and adaptability to various annotation scenarios by making good
use of the latest design practices and web development frameworks. Being in development for many years, this paper describes
its current architecture, along with the recent modifications that extend the existing functionalities and the new features that
were added. The new version of the tool offers document analytics, annotation inspection and comparison features, a modern
UI, and formatted text import (e.g. TEI XML documents, rendered with simple markup). We present two use cases that
serve as two examples of different annotation scenarios to demonstrate the new functionalities. An appropriate (user-supplied,
XML-based) annotation schema is used for each scenario. The first schema contains the relevant components for representing
concepts, moral values, and ideas. The second includes all the necessary elements for annotating argumentative units in a
document and their binary relations.
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1. Introduction
The large amount of data that have been available over
the last decades, has led to the development of special
tools for extracting information that can be utilised in
various tasks. Especially the need for the creation of
high quality annotated corpora, has raised the neces-
sity of developing user-friendly tools to facilitate the
annotation process. There are two main annotation ap-
proaches. In the semi-automatic approach, the anno-
tator’s task is restricted to review and validate a pre-
annotation process that was performed in an automatic
way. On the contrary, in the manual method, the an-
notator is responsible for the whole annotation process.
Concerning the annotation tool design, there are three
categories: desktop applications, browser-based solu-
tions and distributed/collaborative applications. Each
one has its own different limitations, as the first one
is limited to the corpora found in a single local stor-
age, while the second one has to deal with browser
limitations. However, during the last years, a diverse
ensemble of tools that explore alternative approaches
that leverage the advantages of previous categories has
arise.
In this paper, we present a new version of the Ell-
ogon Web-based annotation tool that was developed
and used in the context of two research programs,
VAST - Values Across Space and Time1 and Debate-

1https://www.vast-project.eu/

Lab2. The annotation tool covers the requirement of
collaboration among partners without needing a special
installation process and by providing real-time collab-
oration facilities for annotators. This tool incorporates
some upgrades and extends some functionalities (e.g.
uploading formatted text, handling multiple open doc-
uments) that are crucial for both the annotation process
and the improvement of the user experience for the an-
notators. The new features can be summarised as fol-
lows:

• A completely redesigned user interface, based on
current best practices and design trends.

• Ability to integrate machine learning models and
external services to supply predictions for la-
bels (pre-annotation), or perform continuous ac-
tive learning.

• Annotation Analytics: useful statistics and in-
sights that offer a clear overview of the anno-
tated corpora, with multi-format export function-
ality for further analysis in external tools.

• Document Inspection: a detailed visualisa-
tion/overview of the annotated document, with de-
tailed searching and filtering support.

2https://debatelab.ics.forth.gr/

https://www.vast-project.eu/
https://debatelab.ics.forth.gr/
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• Annotation comparison: facilities for compar-
ing annotations across different collections, doc-
uments and raters, allowing comparison among
an unrestricted number of raters/annotators, and
providing visual annotation sets differences, rater
agreement tables, and calculating various metrics
for inter-rater reliability/inter-annotator agree-
ment.

• Collection/Document comparison: annotation
comparison functionality can be applied on any
selection of Collections/Documents available to
each user.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
presents the state-of-the-art work regarding annotation
tools, while section 3 presents the outline of the archi-
tecture and focuses on the new features of our web-
based annotation tool. Section 4 presents two use cases
from two different research projects, which differ in
their aims and annotation needs. Finally, section 5 con-
cludes this paper and suggests some future directions.

2. Related Work
An Annotation tool is a special application that serves
as an extended document viewer, which provides func-
tionality for marking segments of textual documents
or artefacts expressed in other modalities (e.g. audio,
video) to perform various annotation tasks. The major-
ity of these tools also provide a set of additional func-
tionalities that can facilitate and automate the annota-
tion process. We can divide annotation tools in three
major categories depending on application design:

• Desktop applications: The user needs to install
special software, and the annotation process takes
place locally with the documents that are stored in
a single machine.

• Browser-based applications: This category in-
cludes tools that operate as Web applications, typ-
ically running within a Web browser. There is no
need for additional software installation, but these
kind of tools usually have to deal with browser and
other limitations.

• Distributed/Collaborative applications: These
tools offer functionality for collaborative work
with multiple annotators performing tasks in real-
time and, in some cases, simultaneously, typically
exploiting technologies from both aforementioned
categories.

The above classification is not the unique way to di-
vide the annotation applications, as a lot of them com-
bine features from multiple categories and exploit the
advantages of both desktop and browser-based designs
with potentially collaborative features. The Ellogon
language engineering platform [Petasis et al.2002] was
among the first infrastructures to provide an adaptable

annotation engine, which can be adapted to a wide va-
riety of annotation tasks, through the provision of an-
notation schemes provided by the user, specified as
declarative elements in XML. Starting as a desktop ap-
plication, and later re-implemented as a Web applica-
tion, the Ellogon Web Annotation Tool can support a
wide range of annotation tasks through user-provided
configurations. Use cases of the annotation tool de-
veloped on top of this platform are presented in this
paper. The Ellogon Annotation Engine is available
as both a desktop application that provides an engine
with a wide range of features for linguistic annota-
tion that runs on Windows, Linux and OSX, and as a
Web application that can be installed either locally or
accessed through a publicly available server3. It of-
fers the ability to annotate segments of a corpus with
schemes that vary in complexity - from keywords and
labels to more complex schemes that highlight links
among segments [Petasis and Tsoumari2012b]. It of-
fers a graphical user interface with an annotator com-
ponent that is adaptable in order to provide a layout
that corresponds to the specifications of the selected
annotation schema [Katakis et al.2016a, Petasis2014].
It has already been used for a variety of different
annotation tasks such as annotation of part-of-speech
tags and named entities [Petasis et al.2003], prosodic
features [Spiliotopoulos et al.2005], semantic graphs
[Fragkou et al.2008], document sections [Petasis et
al.2008, Petasis and Tsoumari2012a], co-reference on
aligned corpora [Tsoumari and Petasis2011], events
[Petasis2012], and arguments [Petasis2014].
This same annotation engine has been used by NO-
MAD collaborative tool [Petasis2014] that is a desk-
top application that provides collaborative annotation
through the use of a centralised server and instance
messaging protocols. Furthermore, several features
that were supported by the Ellogon annotation plat-
form have been moved to a Web environment, thereby
offering collaborative annotation in real-time in the
CLARIN-EL Annotation Tool [Katakis et al.2016b].
In addition to Ellogon and Ellogon based annotation
tools, there are a lot of existing solutions available to
the NLP community. BRAT4 is a real-time collabora-
tive web-based text annotation tool for annotating text
spans and relations [Stenetorp et al.2012]. Another
popular solution is GATE Teamware5, which is a web-
based platform for collaborative annotation. It offers
additional functionalities for project management like
re-usable project templates and user roles, as well as
features for better monitoring of the annotation pro-
cesses like statistics and reports about annotators’ ac-
tivity. Thanks to these features, it fits for group anno-
tation tasks [Bontcheva et al.2013]. Inforex6 is a web

3The Ellogon Web Annotation is freely available at:
https://annotation.ellogon.org

4http://brat.nlplab.org/
5https://gate.ac.uk/teamware/
6https://inforex-work.clarin-pl.eu/

https://annotation.ellogon.org
http://brat.nlplab.org/
https://gate.ac.uk/teamware/
https://inforex-work.clarin-pl.eu/
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system for creation and management of annotated text
corpora. It offers an advanced system of access con-
trol that allows users to access the same document si-
multaneously. Users can also monitor the progress of
their works via the control progress utilities of the sys-
tem. Inforex also offers appropriate operations for cal-
culating metrics for inter-annotation agreement. We-
bAnno 7 is a general purpose multi-user annotation tool
that supports the creation of different user roles - anno-
tator, curator and project manager, as well as special
monitoring tools. It leverages the BRAT’s visualisa-
tion system and supports cooperation with platforms
and infrastructures [de Castilho et al.2014]. Label Stu-
dio [Tkachenko et al.2020 2022] is a Web-based, multi-
modal annotation tool, allowing customisation of an-
notation schemes and pre-annotation through machine-
learning services integration.
Finally there are desktop annotation tools like
the KIM Semantic Annotation Platform [Popov et
al.2004], the SHOE Knowledge Annotator [Heflin et
al.1999], Callisto 8, Wordfreak 9, MMAX28 [Müller
and Strube2006], Knowtator 10 [Ogren2006], and
AeroSWARM [Corcho2006]. There are also exten-
sions (e.g. A.nnotate 11, Bounce 12, Diigo 13, iCom-
ment, MyStickies14, AnnotateIt) that run inside Web
browsers and offer the ability to annotate web pages.
An fairly recent extensive review and comparison of
several annotation tools for manual text annotation can
be found in [Neves and Ševa2019].
This paper presents the latest re-implementation of
the Ellogon Web Annotation Tool, a modern web-
based upgrade of the CLARIN-EL tool offering a user-
friendly solution for collaborative annotation and pow-
erful curation and management features, like machine-
learning assisted pre-annotation, annotation analytics,
document and annotation comparison functionalities,
and inter-annotator reliability metrics. Its unique fea-
tures include the annotation of long documents (e.g.
annotation of whole theatrical plays, like ancient Greek
tragedies and comedies) and the ability to add relations
between annotation segments, which are visualised as
arrows on top of the text, without limiting display to
text fragments, allowing the user to explore a document
in its entirety.

3. The Ellogon Web Annotation Tool
3.1. Architecture
The new web-based annotation tool presented in this
paper is based on the CLARIN-EL annotation tool and
leverages a set of REST Web services built upon the

7https://webanno.github.io/webanno/
8https://mitre.github.io/callisto/
9http://wordfreak.sourceforge.net/

10http://knowtator.sourceforge.net/
11http://a.nnotate.com/
12https://bounceapp.com
13https://www.diigo.com/
14https://www.mystickies.com/

Ellogon language engineering platform. Therefore, the
structure of its architecture presents several similarities
with CLARIN-EL annotation tool. The new version
is implemented using the most recent state of the art
frameworks for front-end and back-end web develop-
ment to allow users to perform annotation tasks with-
out having to install additional software on their com-
puters. It should be noted that this annotation tool is
not a simple re-implementation of the CLARIN-EL an-
notation tool, merely using different web development
technologies. Some of the existing functionalities have
been significantly enhanced, and several new features
have been added. Additionally, it provides a more mod-
ern and attractive interface that improves the user expe-
rience significantly. More details on new functionality
and features are provided in section 3.3 .
The User Interface (UI) is implemented in Typescript
using the Angular15 framework. A set of REST web
services is implemented on Python Django16 Frame-
work for user management and collection and docu-
ment handling (e.g. collection creation/share/export,
document upload), also supporting pre-annotation
through Python components (that can leverage deep
learning support through various frameworks), or ex-
ternal REST services. In order to perform a set of ac-
tions such as loading the graphical user interface that
derives from an annotation schema, several powerful
services were developed on top of the Ellogon language
engineering platform, whose annotation engine is still
responsible for implementing the visual representation
as a UI of user-provided annotation schemes. The UI
component receives declarations that are converted into
UI components with interactive elements (e.g. but-
tons, combo-boxes, check-boxes, text fields etc.). The
elements of these components are used for the anno-
tation creation. As the annotation data is primarily
shallow (no deep links/relations), unstructured data, a
NoSQL MongoDB17 was chosen to allow for easy hor-
izontal scalability and performance scaling, even for a
large number of annotations and documents database.
[Kalayda2021] The rest of the data are stored in an
traditional SQL relational database. The Ellogon Web
Annotation Tool is publicly available as open-source on
Github18, and freely accessible from 19.

3.2. New features of the Ellogon Web
Annotation Tool

The Ellogon Web Annotation Tool maintains the same
advantages and novel aspects of the Ellogon-based
family of tools. Furthermore, some of the exist-
ing functionalities of CLARIN-EL tool have been
extended, and some new features have been added.

15https://angular.io/
16https://www.djangoproject.com/
17https://www.mongodb.com/
18https://github.com/iit-Demokritos/clarin-el-annotation-

tool
19https://annotation.ellogon.org/

https://webanno.github.io/webanno/
https://mitre.github.io/callisto/
http://wordfreak.sourceforge.net/
http://knowtator.sourceforge.net/
http://a.nnotate.com/
https://bounceapp.com
https://www.diigo.com/
https://www.mystickies.com/
https://angular.io/
https://www.djangoproject.com/
https://www.mongodb.com/
https://github.com/iit-Demokritos/clarin-el-annotation-tool
https://github.com/iit-Demokritos/clarin-el-annotation-tool
https://annotation.ellogon.org/
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Firstly, we focus on the existing functionalities that
have been extended in order to improve the user ex-
perience:

• Upload formatted text: Apart from plain text doc-
uments, users can upload TEI XML documents,
where the available metadata is used as format-
ting information.This extension facilitates users
annotating their documents, especially long doc-
uments, such as a theatrical play.

• Handling multiple opened documents (documents
with unsaved changes): Users can have multiple
documents with unsaved changes. Before open-
ing a new document, the tool will inform the an-
notator about the current state of his/her opened
documents. If the user is the document owner,
he/she can discard the unsaved changes, save them
or skip taking action. If the opened document is
owned by another user, the annotator cannot dis-
card the unsaved changes. Users can also close
opened documents via the collection management
panel. This modification improves the user expe-
rience in collaborative annotation and firmly en-
sures the robustness and annotation data integrity
in case of internet connection or browser prob-
lems.

In order to facilitate and enhance the annotation pro-
cess, available functionality was extended with more
features. The novel aspects of the tool make good use
of the observations and the needs of experienced an-
notators and meet the needs of annotators’ groups to
a better extent. The following new features facilitate
the collaboration among multiple annotators and offer
an inspection and validation process for the annotated
corpora. Following we present in more detail the most
crucial features:

• Document Analytics: The user can select a doc-
ument and a specific annotation schema. Then,
there is the possibility to see an overview of the
annotation data in various data visualisation op-
tions (e.g. table, charts etc). There is also the
possibility of exporting the data in various formats
(like CSV/EXCEL/JSON files) or image formats
for the case of the charts.

• Document Inspection: In order to offer the pos-
sibility of a document-centered overview that can
include multiple annotation schemes, we added a
functionality that offers a general document in-
spection. The user interface of the document in-
spection component is split horizontally into three
parts. The two largest parts are: a table with the
annotations of the selected document and a viewer
in which the content of the document is displayed.
By clicking on the table entry, the selected annota-
tion is visualised on top of the content. By double
clicking on the table entry, the user can see a drop

down panel with details about the selected anno-
tation, and have a complete overview of the spe-
cific case. Finally, the tool offers a query builder,
fully customisable, and designed in a user-friendly
way. This query builder serves as a powerful filter
that can combine multiple conditions that concern
the annotation schemes or other information of the
text.

• Annotation Comparison: New functionality was
added to facilitate the comparison of the annota-
tions that appear within one single document. On
top of the screen, there is a toolbar with which the
user can select a document for inspection. The
rest of the screen is a component with two tabs.
In the first, an interface that is divided vertically
into multiple parts. The user decide how many
parts are necessary in order to perform the desired
task by adding or removing them. Each part has a
query builder that serves as a powerful filter that
can combine multiple conditions in a way simi-
lar to what was described above. The rest of the
screen has a table with the annotation information
and a document viewer that visualises the selected
annotation on top of the text. Furthermore, by
double clicking on the annotation entry, the user
can see additional information that are related to
the current selection. There is also a tab where
the user can see the rating and agreement tables
for the selected document. An example of a rat-
ing table is given in figure 1. Finally, on the third
tab, the annotator can see the calculated values of
several inter-rater reliability metrics (e.g. Fleiss
Kappa, Cohen Kappa, Krippendorff’s alpha).

Figure 1: Rating table of a task involving three annota-
tors.

• Collection/Document Comparison: In order to
provide the ability to perform comparisons among
different documents, we designed and imple-
mented a new feature that offers an overview of
multiple documents and their annotations on the
same screen. More specifically, the UI of this
component shares the same layout and function-
ality that was described above. Additionally, the
annotation tables are sorted in a row depending
on the part of the document in which they appear,
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Figure 2: Comparing annotations created by different
annotators for the same content.

Figure 3: Calculation of inter-rater reliability metrics.

forming a visual “diff” on annotations. The sort-
ing concerns the annotations of all the documents.
If a span is not included in the annotations of a
specific document, the row remains empty in order
to provide a visual clue for the user that performs
the comparison.

3.3. Comparison to other annotation tools
Before developing the updated annotation tool we per-
formed an analysis of available tools based on a num-
ber of requirements: whether the tools were release un-
der open source licenses, what technology stack they
used, the primary type of the application (web or desk-
top), whether they support collaborative annotation
and whether this is supported in real-time, the level
of role management supported, support for progress
monitoring, inclusion of annotation statistics, the abil-
ity to include pre-annotators using machine learning
(ML) or other approaches, the ability to calculate inter-
annotator agreement, the ability to compare annota-
tions (including the ability for the tool to mark the
differences), whether they support the annotation of
longer texts as a single task, and whether labels can be
extended in real-time by annotators. The comparison is
presented in Table 1.

4. Use Cases
The new, upgraded version of the Ellogon Web Annota-
tion Tool has been used in two research projects for an-
notating a plethora of different documents and for cre-
ating annotated corpora for different research purposes.
Following, we present one typical use case for each re-
search project. First, we briefly describe the project,
the aim and the purposes of the research, the annota-
tion schema that was used, and finally we give an ex-
ample that demonstrates the way the new tool satisfies
the needs of the project and facilitates the collaboration
among the partners.

4.1. Use case: VAST Project
4.1.1. Project Description
VAST (Values Across Space & Time) aims to study
the transformation of moral values, such as freedom,
democracy, equality, tolerance, etc., across space and
time. Values are the trails of our common legacy, our
collective memory, the way we think about ourselves
and the others. Values are historically dynamic, they
travel through material culture (artefacts, books, sci-
entific instruments etc.), they are appropriated in dif-
ferent places and times by different people, and they
re-emerge in new cultural forms.
The project aims to analyse narratives expressed in nat-
ural language and trace the emerging values. The anal-
ysed narratives were decided to include three different
genres: art, science and folklore. More specifically,
three different pilots were designed and each one cov-
ers a different selection of documents: ancient Greek
drama, 17th Century Scientific Revolution texts and
fairy tales. This specific use case involves the anal-
ysis and annotation of a corpus of 54 documents, in-
cluding tragedies of Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Eu-
ripides, Aristophanes’s comedies, documents like Ke-
pler’s “Dissertatio” and Copernicus’s “De revolution-
ibus” and selected tales by the Grimm brothers.

4.1.2. Annotating values
The VAST project aims to analyse the aforementioned
corpus with respect to values. Therefore, the designed
annotation schema includes a set of “keywords” (anno-
tation labels) that represent concepts, moral values and
ideas that are being tracked down the texts. These key-
words are organised under three categories: Key/Main
Concepts/ Values/Ideas, Expanded/Various Content
and Opposite Concepts/Conceptual Couples/Bi-
polarities. Also, the tool offers the opportunity to
the users to enrich the existing annotation schema by
adding custom values via a user-friendly interface.
In addition to the annotation information, docu-
ment metadata/attributes that provide details about
the document were added: Document Title, Docu-
ment Synopsis, Relations/Conditions/Bi-polarities,
Ideas/Values/Messages, Emblematic/Archetypical
Timeless Values, Entities/persons, Interpreta-
tion/Content, Relevant values in other (similar or
not) texts and Comments.
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BRAT Clarin-EL

Ellogon
Annota-

tion
Platform

GATE
Teamware

Label
Studio WebAnno

Open Source Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes
(Enterprise
Features

may not be
included)

Yes

Tech Stack
Python,
HTML,

JavaScript

PHP,
HTML,

JavaScript

Python,
Angular,
HTML

Java
Python,
HTML,

Javascript
Java

Application Type Web Web Web Desktop,
Web Web Web

Collaborative Anno-
tation Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Real-time Collabo-
rative Annotation Yes Yes Yes No No No

Role Management Basic Basic Basic Advanced

Advanced
in

Enterprise
(Paid)

Advanced

Progress Monitor-
ing No No No Yes Yes Yes

Annotation Statis-
tics No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Automatic Annota-
tion Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Inter-annotator
Agreement Plugin No Yes No Enterprise

(Paid) No

Annotation Com-
parison Partial No Yes No Enterprise

(Paid) Partial

Long Text Annota-
tion No Yes Yes No No No

Real-time Schema
Extension No Yes Yes No No No

Table 1: Feature comparison of existing annotation solutions.

In figure 4, we present a typical example of text anno-
tation in the context of the VAST project use case. On
the right panel, the UI is adjusted to the used annotation
schema. Also, the user can add custom labels and en-
rich the annotation schema by using the label creation
button at the bottom of the screen. On the left panel, the
text of “Cinderella” tales is displayed, along with some
annotations. The user can read the text in its entirety
and click on the colored segments to highlight them,
in order to see annotation data and edit its details. An
important feature of this application is the navigation
through overlapping annotations (if there are any) by
using the combo-box that exist at the bottom of the UI.

4.2. Use case: DebateLab Project

4.2.1. Project Description
During the last years, the web has been changed rad-
ically because of the rapid development of social me-
dia, blogs and other sites that offer the opportunity of
expressing user ratings, opinions, and comments about
various topics. Nowadays, the web is not only a sim-
ple resource of information and knowledge but it is
also enriched with a vast collection of views and argu-
ments. The machines cannot interpret these opinions
and arguments because they are published in a disor-
ganised and unstructured way. Therefore, it is not fea-
sible to find logical correlations between them in or-
der to relate them to particular topics. In this project,
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Figure 4: Annotating a tale with values.

DebateLab leverages state-of-the art approaches from
fields, such as Computational Argumentation, Natural
Language Processing, Information Retrieval, Machine
Learning, and the Semantic Web in order to develop a
suite of tools and services for e-journalism and the ap-
propriate infrastructures for representing, mining and
reasoning with online arguments.

4.2.2. Annotating and Interlinking Arguments
Argumentation is an indispensable part of human com-
munication and its use is very frequent in articles (and
of course also in other types of documents). Thus,
it has evolved into an interdisciplinary field of scien-
tific research. The DebateLab project aims to deal
with arguments, extracted in nearly real-time from ex-
isting sources, such as news feeds. An important as-
pect of this project, is the establishment of models for
argument mining, to support the automated, machine-
learning based, methods for identifying arguments in
written texts.
In this project, a large set of articles from a vari-
ety of different web sources (e.g. online newspapers,
user generated content) has been collected, via an au-
tomated crawling process. The These articles have
been pre-processed to extract the content of interest.
Then, articles that are argumentative have been identi-
fied, and have been classified in predefined categories
(i.e., views, opinions, journalistic surveys, analyses,
blogs, letters, etc.). All the gathered argumentative ar-
ticles and resources have been manually analysed in
order to identify argumentative units (e.g. claims and
premises), to classify them into predefined types ac-
cording to certain specifications and to identify rela-
tions among them in order to reconstruct the related
arguments. For this analysis, a new annotation schema
has been defined in the Ellogon Web Annotation Tool.
An argument typically consists of several statements.
In its simplest form it includes one claim that is sup-
ported by at least one premise. According to the mod-
elling represented in the annotated schema, there are

three types of Argumentative Discourse Units (ADUs):
“major claim”, “claim” and “premise”. In an article, it
is assumed that there is the major claim, that is often
considered a thesis statement and represents the view-
point of the author about the article topic. Usually, the
major claim is present in the introduction, the conclu-
sion of an article or in both. In the introduction it has
the characteristics of a general assertion or an opinion
with respect to the topic, whereas in the conclusion the
major claim summarises the argumentation according
to the author’s stance.
A claim is a direct support (or refutation) of the au-
thor’s viewpoint. In other words, it is a direct reason
given in support (or attack in the case of a counter ar-
gument) of the major claim. Generally, a claim is usu-
ally supported with one or several reasons/premises. In
the introduction or the conclusion, a claim appears as a
direct reason of the major claim.
A premise is a reason given for supporting or attacking
an argumentative discourse unit. Therefore, it can be
regarded as an explanation or a refutation for persuad-
ing a reader for the truth or the falsity of a claim. A
premise is always connected to another ADU (claim or
premise). Several premises that are linked together in
order to support a claim form a reasoning chain.
The new annotation schema developed for this use
case, allows the user to annotate segments of texts as
“major claim’, “claim” or “premise’. After annotat-
ing argument components, users can link them with ar-
gumentative relations. There are 6 types of relations.
Each type is represented by a pair of combo-boxes (one
for the source argument component and another one for
the target argument component). These types can be
grouped into two categories simple and complex rela-
tions. In the simple relation group, there are two types:

• Support Relations: A support relation between
two argument components indicates that the
source component is a reason or a justification
of the target relation. Therefore, only premises
are valid components for source combo-box and
claims are valid components for target combo-
box. (The annotation schema specification lan-
guage allows the inclusion of this kind of restric-
tions).

• Attack Relations: An attack relation between two
argument components indicates that the source
component is a refutation or a rebuttal of the tar-
get relation. Therefore, only premises are valid
components for source combo-box and claims are
valid components for target combo-box.

In the relations of the second group, the simple re-
lations (attack, support) are elaborated and combined
with the stance of the author. For the source combo-
box, only claims are valid argument components. For
the target combo-box, only major claims are valid ar-
gument components:
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• Support / For/Pro Relations

• Attack / Against Relations

• Support / Against Relations

• Attack / For/Pro Relations

In figure 5, we present a typical example of text anno-
tation in the context of the DebateLab project. Apart
from displaying the annotations on the text, there is
also a visualisation of the relations between argumen-
tative units. Each relation is represented as a labeled
arrow. The annotator can toggle the visibility of the re-
lations according to his/her needs, or select a "router"
that manages how arrows are routed over annotated
segments.

Figure 5: Annotating and interlinking arguments of an
article.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we presented an extended version of
CLARIN-EL Web based annotation tool. The new tool
is named as the “Ellogon Web Annotation Tool” and
it has a redesigned, user-friendly UI that offers various
additional functionalities for advanced annotation tasks
and support for complex schemes. It allows users to up-
load documents in several formats, such as documents
in TEI XML, with the ability to extract formatting in-
formation from available metadata. Also, it improves
the user experience in real-time collaborative annota-
tion by proving a complete system of handling open
documents with unsaved annotations in progress. Ad-
ditionally, it provides a range of new features for in-
specting and comparing annotated documents, and cal-
culate inter-rater reliability metrics. Moreover, it offers
the opportunity of exporting statistics of document’s
annotations in various formats. Finally, this version
of the Web based annotation tool has been used and
tested in the context of the “VAST” and “DebateLab”
research projects, with a use case briefly described for
each project.

As future work, we aim to include even more inter-rater
reliability metrics. Moreover, we intent to implement
an appropriate UI for managing annotation schemes.
We are examining the possibility to use python pack-
ages for performing pre-annotation tasks and finally,
we intend to implement an OpenAPI REST frame-
work for managing collections, documents, annotations
and other data, offering the ability to automate pre-
annotation even by external tools.
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